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Five Reasons Vinyl Is Making a Comeback
By Ted Goslin
08-24-2018

The way we listen to music has come full circle.

It started with Thomas Edison’s first phonograph in 1877, which played back sound from wax
cylinders coated in tin foil. That quickly evolved into the vinyl record and the turntable, which
eventually became a mainstay in most households. In the mid-1960s, along came cassettes and 8track tapes, making it easy to play your favorite tunes in the comfort of your automobile. It
seemed as if recorded music couldn’t possibly get any better (or, at least, any more convenient).
And then digital recording was invented, opening the door to CDs and then to digital streaming,
which is at an all-time high right now, with individuals listening to more than 32 hours per week
in 2017, according to Nielsen Music.
But if you think that vinyl has been relegated to the role of a niche collector’s market, you’d be
quite mistaken. The Nielsen Music 2017 U.S. Music Year-End Report states that over 14
million vinyl records were sold in the United States alone that year — the highest level since
1991, according to Billboard.
You’d think that such a resurgence in popularity must have a definitive cause and effect
relationship with a market event. But it turns out that the explanation isn’t quite that simple. Here
are five possible reasons why vinyl is making a comeback:
1. Tangibles. Sure, subscription streaming services provide unprecedented access and
convenience, but something is lost too: ownership. When you play streamed digital files through
an app, you don’t own that music. On the other hand, vinyl records are physical items that you
can collect, hold in your hands, purchase in person and discuss endlessly with record store clerks

and fellow music lovers. Vinyl also offers other tangibles, such as album artwork and liner notes;
if these things are even offered by streaming services, you better know where to click.
2. The Cool Factor. Nearly half of all current vinyl record buyers are under the age of
25, according to record industry research site MusicWatch, and with every new generation
comes a new outlook on the past, present and future. Some millennials have made an art of
taking dated concepts like fedoras and ponytails and making them relevant and cool again. If you
doubt this, visit your local record store. Chances are you’ll spot a man bun, a flannel shirt or
some other identifiable accoutrement of this popular sub-culture. Clearly, repackaging old
albums and calling them retro makes them attractive to trend setters and trend chasers alike.
3. Vinyl Collectors. Serious record collectors are helping drive the rebirth of the medium:
There’s something to be said for the thrill of finding a rare LP in a random cardboard box at the
back of a tiny record store and being able to add it to your personal collection at home. What’s
more, MusicWatch reports that 27 percent of vinyl buyers are 36 or older. That should come as
no surprise, since collecting records is a means for people who grew up with vinyl to reconnect
with their youth.
4. The Listening Experience. How people listen to music has definitely changed, thanks to the
popularity of streaming music. Earbuds and computer speakers have come to predominate, but
it’s a fair bet that vinyl lovers are still spending time and money on dedicated Hi-Fi setups in
their homes. Yet having a nice set of speakers along with a quality turntable and stereo receiver
is only part of the traditional experience. It’s also about sitting down and listening attentively, as
opposed to the ease of playing streamed music in the background or while you’re at work. If you
put on an album, it’s probably with the specific intent to sit back in your listening room and
enjoy it.
5. Sound Quality. Many experts feel that the old-school analog audio provided by vinyl sounds
superior to digital audio — especially the lossy (compressed) digital formats used by streaming
services. It’s true that there are better digital playback formats available, such as FLAC (Free
Lossless Audio Codec), but you’ll have to search them out specifically (and possibly pay extra
for them), whereas vinyl is readily available from online sellers and at your local record store.
Learn more about vinyl with our blog posting Appreciating Vinyl Records … and the Best
Way to Enjoy Them.

Gaming in Dolby Atmos®: An Interview with
Josh Osiris
By Ted Goslin
04-02-2020

A new era in gaming begins.

Gunshots are ringing out on all sides as enemies surround you, testing every ounce of your
skill. Then the final boss emerges, forcing a standoff that will result in victory or defeat.
Every gamer has that transcendental moment that takes things from a form of entertainment
to a mind- and time-altering experience. While video obviously plays an important part in this
transformation, immersive audio has become an unsung hero, waiting in the wings to take its
rightful place in gaming lore.
And TV speakers simply don’t do justice to this kind of sound design.
This is especially true for Gears 5, a console video game exclusive to Xbox™, and one of the
few to utilize Dolby Atmos® — an object-based surround sound format typically only used in
cinema.
To better understand the impact that audio and technologies like Dolby Atmos have on video
games, we reached out to Josh Osiris, sound designer for Gears of War 4 and Gears 5.
Bits and Pieces

Josh Osiris, sound designer for Gears 5.

Like film, video game audio is comprised of three core elements: sound effects, dialogue and
music. One of the biggest parts of the sound designer’s job is to make sense of the audio in a
way that brings the right moment into focus at the right time and as seamlessly as possible.
As a student at Vancouver Film School, Josh Osiris began learning his craft with the intention
of working in film or TV. In his first semester, an instructor discussed the creative challenges
of working in game audio, using the game Snake as an example, which caused Osiris to
instead gravitate toward the ever-changing landscape of video game audio. His studies landed
him an internship at EA (Electronic Arts) working on the Need for Speed series until moving
on to Microsoft® and working on the Gears of War series.

A scene from Gears 5.

Osiris points out that, unlike the linear audio used in film and TV, video game audio needs to
be both immersive and constantly adaptive to the movements of the player. This requires the
creation of an algorithm that is constantly running over the audio track to ensure that the
audio being heard matches what’s onscreen at any given moment.
“I think of mixing as being a conductor in an orchestra,” he says. “The performance of sounds
for one person’s experience will never exist again. You conceptualize what’s in the video and
find a way to put it into games so it doesn’t overload the hardware. It’s the jazz of sound
design. Game audio is a lively, dynamic thing, especially when it’s done really well. That was
my goal with Gears 5.”
To gauge how it will sound on other systems, Osiris monitors mainly on TV speakers. “If I
can make it work on TV speakers, it will sound good on anything,” he explains.

As a method to enhance the biggest audio moments of the game, Osiris and his team chose to
work in Dolby Atmos — the first time the team used the technology as part of a game
development process. (The previous release, Gears of War 4, implemented Dolby Atmos
after launch.)
“One of the cool things about Gears of War 4 was that it used HRTF (Head-Related Transfer
Functions),” Osiris says. [HRTF is an audio response that dictates how an ear receives a
sound from a point in space.] All games on the Xbox can use HRTF for a virtual 7.1
soundscape via the “Windows Sonic™ for Headphones” or “Dolby Atmos for Headphones”
setting, even if the game itself does not support vertical positioning of the sounds.
“However,” Osiris explains, “when an Xbox game directly supports “Windows Sonic” and
the user turns on either of the HRTF systems, they will get full Atmos 7.1.4 virtually, which
simulates the appearance of vertical positioning.”
HRTF allowed the team to enhance vertical space elements such as footsteps and gunshots to
work in Dolby Atmos, although other elements, like dialogue, were restricted in the mix due
to the late addition of the technology. When it came time to work on Gears 5, Osiris and the
team incorporated Dolby Atmos at the beginning of the process, allowing for fewer
limitations and more room for creative solutions.
New Gear

One of the most important elements of any audio design is making sure the dynamic mix —
that is, the volume and placement of each audio signal — is done in a way that helps focus
the audio for the player.
A significant part of Gears 5’s audio was developed under the guidance of Crispin Hands of
Lionshead Entertainment, who acted as Music Director, Cinematics Audio Lead, supporting
composer and Music Implementation Designer on the project. (Lionshead Entertainment also
provided the majority of the audio staff.)

Crispin Hands.

“We worked closely with composer, Ramin Djawadi (Game of Thrones, Westworld) to
establish key themes and explore the history of Gears and our characters,” says Hands. “Our
main goal was to provide a spectacular and engrossing audio experience while advancing and
reinforcing the story — both in the plot and the subtext. We wanted to make sure we
delivered a sonically thrilling experience no matter what system you listen on, but really
bring the thunder for the people who are passionate enough about sound to invest in great
sound systems — with extra goodness for those who invested in Atmos.”
To achieve this, Osiris built a multiband sidechain compressor—a device that’s mostly just
used in film and music mixing. [Standard compression keeps an audio signal within a certain
volume range, while sidechain compression works by having the level of one sound controlled
by the level of another, thus preventing any one sound from drowning out another at a given
moment.] “The multiband approach carves out space for only the parts of the sound spectrum
that the game wants to focus on, rather than the entire sound,” explains Osiris. “This method
is more transparent and more natural-sounding than the traditional single-band sidechain
compression that is used on most modern games.”
It’s also particularly helpful in Dolby Atmos, where different audio needs to be clearly sent to
different speakers. “There’s a volume curve going up and down based on how loud the rest of
the audio is,” adds Osiris. “The game is measuring the overall loudness of everything except
speech, so that dialogue doesn’t get buried in the mix when explosions are happening
everywhere, and isn’t blowing your head off by being too loud when the ambient audio is
quieter.”

Battle Damage

Josh Osiris considers Gears 5 to be the best work he’s done to this point in his career, but it
was also one of the most demanding projects he’s ever tackled. The biggest challenge, he
says, was the final boss fight with a character called The Kraken.
“You fight him twice and he’s the most gigantic tentacled creature you’ve ever seen,” Osiris
says. “So we gave him his own mix, with a separate ducking system [an audio processing
tool that is used to selectively lower the volume of the other sound elements to help the
creature stand out] than we used on the rest of the game. There were days I would just sit
there, tweaking it and nothing else. It was tough because you get fatigued over time; you lose
the ability to listen critically or hear all the frequency response.”

The end boss battle with The Kraken.

The process Osiris used to determine which sounds he wanted to enhance with Dolby Atmos
involved calling out specific moments. In the game’s introduction, for example, players are
introduced to the main characters via a scene involving soldiers traveling in a helicopter to
start a mission. The soldiers, including the main character (controlled by the player), descend
the chopper by rope into a cenotè (cave pool).

As players descend down a virtual rope, Dolby Atmos sends the audio all around them.

“Before we saw a single picture, we talked about this idea of descending near a waterfall,”
recalls Osiris. “Immediately, that speaks of verticality [height]. We thought, “What can we do
to make that moment shine?” We had area designer Brent Silk and Audio Director John
Morgan fill that out with waterfalls, birds and other nice panorama sounds. It plays differently
on speakers versus headphones.”
Similarly, Crispin Hands saw Dolby Atmos as an opportunity to add more depth to the sound
stage and create some carefully chosen “wow” moments. “We knew that we couldn’t rely on
more than a small percentage of players having access to it,” he explains, “but we really
wanted to make sure those players felt like Gears 5 was one of the titles that really made it
worth having.”
The Next Level

The importance of audio advancements in gaming cannot be overstated, as far as Osiris is
concerned. Given the impact that Dolby Atmos has had on the overall gameplay experience
for Gears 5, he stresses the importance of using it to advance video games in the future.
“For me, it’s all about gameplay feedback, first and foremost. With a dynamic mix, you focus
on what’s most important to the player. Atmos lets you provide a level of clarity that was not
previously available to the player. Being able to demonstrate how important audio is and how
it improves the gaming experience is an important thing in the industry. I’m hoping to
increase those expectations and resources to give better experiences for players with mix and
gameplay feedback specifically.”

Hands has a similar opinion about the future use of Dolby Atmos in gaming. “As long as
enough gamers adopt it, the possibilities are endless. Verticality plays a huge role in many
games, so Atmos can and should become an essential part of the information-scape for
players in many games. Hearing enemies above you can evoke a primal response similar to
hearing them behind you. Even in games that don’t inherently have verticality, there are
interesting opportunities to use the height channel for communicating information that would
otherwise crowd the rest of the soundscape.”
Headphones versus Speakers

So how best to experience high-quality gaming audio? “Atmos for headphones works with
anyone’s headphones,” Osiris says, “and Xbox will let you use Dolby Atmos on your
headphones if you get the Dolby license. If you’re going to use speakers, the most costeffective way to game is with a sound bar. Buy the best one you can afford and it will sound
good. But if you can afford it, AV receivers with Dolby Atmos support and high-quality
surround sound speakers are the best way to go. There’s no comparison.”
The work Osiris did on Gears 5 speaks for itself, but not every system is built for you to hear
it in Dolby Atmos. Yamaha offers numerous Dolby Atmos-capable AV receivers, as well as
many with multiple HDMI® inputs that allow them to serve as your hub for your gaming
systems. Explore and compare their features here.
Photographs and images courtesy of Microsoft, The Coalition™, Josh Osiris and Crispin Hands.

Check out these articles for more about audio for gaming:
Three Reasons to Upgrade Your Sound System for Modern Gaming
Top Gaming Trends for Home Audio from E3 2019
How We Interpret Sound: An Interview with Dr. Floyd Toole
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PAN Magazine Editor, Ted Goslin, describes his experience rehearsing
and performing with birdsong Steel Orchestra for Panorama 2016.

Written by Ted Goslin
When I was 13 years old, a steel band came and performed at my school.
I didn 't know it then, but that one moment would change my life forever.
The band's leaders would eventually be my mentors and our fates would
be inexorably inte rtw ined . It's hard to describe when you see something
or someone that you know will matter more than anything in the world to
you. For me, the steelpan just clicked.
As I entered high school, the first thing I did was jo in the steel band in
the summer prior to freshman year. All new
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players were asked to walk around during sectionals and see what
instrument they wanted to play. After seeing tenors, double seconds, quads
and bass, I found what would be my first primary instrument: triple guitars.
After that, I was hooked.
Throughout the rest of high school I played in the marching and concert
bands, but never took my sights off of pan despite those other endeavors,
playing around three gigs a week with the high school group, playing with the
local university steel band and joining an all-star group in which I got to tour
Finland and various states in the U.S. over the next few years. I also cofounded a band of my own with some musician friends that continues to this
day.
Instead of listening to pop music on the radio, I spent time listening to the
latest Panorama music coming out of Trinidad & Tobago. I also played it with
most of the groups I played with, giving me as close of an experience to the
real thing as I could get where I lived. But no matter how many crowds I
helped make dance, how many backyard parties I played or people whose
lives I helped with the power of music, none of it made me whole. None of it
was Panorama.
Despite my love of the music and culture, for some reason, I let life sidetrack
me. In fact, I thought, unless I won the lotto, I might never go to Trinidad given
my low-paying jobs and habit of spending all my money instead of saving it.
I'd learn later that I wasn't the only person with that concern. It would take me
just over 20 years to finally make the trip.
Early Planning
During my daily checks of various social media groups, I came across an offer
from birdsong Steel Orchestra to come to Trinidad for Panorama in January
2016. The trip was said to include housing, a guaranteed spot on an
instrument of my choice, several excursions and various workshops
throughout the course of 11 days. Being a master procrastinator, I realized
that this trip wouldn't be possible if I stuck to my old ways. So I jumped all
over the opportunity immediately, researching flights and asking questions of
the trip coordinator as soon as I thought of them.
The organizer was Dr. Jason Koontz, director of percussion studies at Eastern
Kentucky University, who has been working with birdsong Steel Orchestra
since 2013, coordinating the travel and accommodations of foreign players,
which have helped round out the band where local resources may have
lacked. During my initial contact I was given an information packet to fill out
that included my name, address, contact info, top three choices for
instrument to play (since it was provided for me there) and the name of
another attendee who I'd want to bunk with. The trip would include four
masterclasses with Andy Narell, including one where he is joined by
legendary Calypsonian, Relater, nightly rehearsals leading up to
preliminaries and semi-finals, and several excursions to local sights like
Maracas Bay Beach, Las Cuevas Beach and Port of Spain for shopping.
Packing so much into such a short time seemed like a lot, and looking back,

it was, but somehow it all managed to fit nicely into itself, with all moments
captured in segments in my mind. Soon enough, I'd be on my way. After
months of practicing Narell's original composition on a set of low E double
seconds I borrowed from a friend, I would finally embark on the biggest goal
on my bucket list: Panorama competitor.
A New World
Before one travels, it's customary to do research. In the case of Trinidad and
Tobago, I felt it was important to research some of the local customs, cultural
history and sayings that I might encounter on the trip. I learned about words
like bacchanal (a wild party), jouvert morning (the morning after Panorama
finals that commemorates the start of Carnival), and prepared myself for how
daily life might differ by reading various travel blogs on sites like Trip Advisor
and The Lonely Planet. None of it mattered once I got off the plane.
I've been to other countries, but nothing prepared me for what I would
experience. And I'm so happy that was the case. The first shock after the 12
hour travel day (which was light compared to some trips I've taken), was the
way food is sold: fast and random. There are restaurants and even chains like
Subway and Kentucky Fried Chicken (which was surprisingly good) but the
best places to eat were independent restaurants and street vendors. Luckily,
I wasn't alone on my plane ride, having been booked on the same flight as the
EKU group, which included Dr. Koontz and five of his students.
The first thing we, as a group did when we arrived, was hop into a Maxi Taxi,
which is the local cab service. Due to the exchange rate, this ended up being
rather inexpensive for the duration of the trip, only .50 cents U.S. from every
couple of miles or so. After we piled in, luggage and all, I chatted to the driver
about local culture, government and business infrastructure. He seemed welleducated and was very open to sharing info.
Soon enough, we arrived at our first stop: a street vendor selling a popular
Caribbean dish, Doubles. The dish consists of two main elements, bara, a
type of fry bread that acts as a kind of soft taco shell, and channa, the filling,
made of chick peas (garbanzo beans) and various sauces and spices,
including cumin, curry and saffron. Check out that recipe and many others
HERE (http://www.simplytrinicooking.com/recipe-indexl). Our birdsong
representative told us this was THE spot in the area.
There were a lot of people gathered around the cart ordering out of turn,
despite the line that formed in front of it. Luckily, the two people running the
cart churned out the Doubles quickly enough that it didn't matter. Once I
arrived at front, having gotten a sense of how to order from those in front of
me, I asked for two, and was given them quickly, after someone from the side
barged in to order his first. At first I wasn't sure of the price since many Trinis
speak quite fast and in a local version of English which requires some getting
used to for a foreigner. Once I took my first bite, being hungry as hell and
fairly exhausted from traveling, I knew I was home. I wish I could say the same
for some of our group, however.
One person, who I won't name, felt the culture shock pretty quickly as the
fast-paced, loud and seemingly chaotic environment was a bit much for her.
"Can we go anywhere else to eat? I'm not sure I like this," she said, slightly

exasperated from her travels. The question seemed to come mostly from not
knowing what the dish was made of. After a good night's rest, however, she
and the rest of the college-aged group settled in for the trip of a lifetime.
Once we ate, we were taken to our apartments, which, thanks to the
relationship between the University of West Indies and birdsong (which has
existed symbiotically since its inception), were extremely nice and large
enough for up to 9 people (more if they slept on the couch). Unfortunately for
me, the clicker for our electronic gate (most compounds had these) didn't work
and I was left stranded from my assigned dormitory. After some phone calls
and apologies from Dr. Koontz, we arranged for myself, and my late-arriving
roommate, Dr. Brandon Haskett, to stay at another apartment for the night.
Safety In Numbers

Over the next couple of days, more players would arrive from all over the
U.S. and other countries like Sweden and France. I would also be introduced
to my roommates, all professional musicians and educators, all American,
and half of which, were first-timers to Trinidad, along with myself. One
person, in particular, drum corps guru and Director of Percussion Studies at
the University of Southern Mississippi, Dr. John Wooton, had been once
before, having played with the Solo Pan Knights under the direction of
steelpan legend, Robert Greenidge, known for his complex arrangements and
his long-time status as the official pannist of Jimmy Buffett's Coral Reefers
band.
"Playing with that band was a much different experience than this since there
was no sheet music, which meant we had to learn the piece by rote. I also
had to find my own housing," Wooton said. "What I enjoy about this
experience is that the music is provided before hand and we have housing
provided with roommates, which makes it much safer when walking around
at night."
During his previous visit, Wooton suffered an attempted mugging in the middle
of Queen's Park Savannah, the location of Panorama. The assailant tried to
take his fanny pack, and when he resisted, the would-be-thief pulled out a
knife. Luckily for Wooten, his driver, a large Trinidadian man, saw the incident
and intervened, cursing out the younger, smaller man and lecturing him on
how poorly this action represents the country. Needless to say, after Wooten
told me this story, I was on my guard whenever I was walking alone, which
wasn't very often.
It turns out that Tunapuna wasn't a dangerous area at all, given the fact that
we walked around through the streets and a park close to the panyard on a
nightly basis, either to go to the local bar for a beer during break, or to check
out another band nearby, which happened to be a personal favorite of mine,
Exodus. That yard, designed as an ampitheater with stone steps and a grass
area, was particularly cool thanks to the lack of carts and the dual drumsets,
adding to the powerhouse sound of the group. Not to mention, the corn soup
was one of the best things I ate. The real dangers, we were told, were in the
Savannah and Port of Spain, particularly at night.
Prelim Surprise

During the days leading up to prelims, most of the foreign players had to
adapt to more than just culture. Once we entered the panyard for our first

day to practice, we were told someone would assign us drums. That
someone never came. Instead, it was a free-for-all, with players going into
the instrument room where all of the tenors, double tenors, double seconds
and quads were stored. Once I found a set that looked good (large, visible
notes), I realized not all the notes were labeled with a Sharpie, which wouldn't
have mattered had the layout been turned one note to the left in my righthand drum. For those unfamiliar with the challenges of playing a memorized
piece for Panorama, muscle memory has a lot to do with it. Effectively, it
meant I had to relearn the tune from scratch in terms of getting it up to tempo.
I had the tune down cold at home, but I figured this might happen, so I dove
in hard, as did many other players. Thankfully, my planning paid off and I was
able to adapt within a few days. Some of the other players struggled as well,
but moreso due to their pans being low F and F#s, which makes it even harder
to adapt.
Thankfully, the challenge of playing an epic 8-minute arrangement also
comes with an ever-present perk: the people. Aside from the many players
from various backgrounds to talk to and learn from, there were also those
who visited the panyard. There were vendors like the woman and her children
who sold doubles on the corner table (which was also a solar panel cell phone
charging station), the peanut guy who sold bags of hot, roasted nuts at the
yard for players to grab as snacks during breaks, and the birdsong employees
themselves, like Kento (Kent Le Platte), the facilities manager since 1998, with
long. white dreadlocks, often seen dancing around during rehearsals. There
was also the dynamic double tenor duo of Koonta and Rama, who took
charge of the pan room when pans would be placed out of order. I was even
commanded by them to fix the mess, despite not having anything to do with
the disorder. But I didn't mind. I was more than happy to help given I was just
a visitor. They've been here for years and will continue for years more,
ushering birdsong into the next era of panorama as more foreigners like me
pass through year after year.
As the rehearsals moved forward, it became clear to all involved what the
endeavor would entail: lots of grueling work. The rehearsals consisted mostly
of running sections over and over to ensure players captured not just the
notes, but feel of the piece, that Narell intended. Unlike traditional Panorama
pieces, Narell purposely breaks tradition with complex chord work and the
infusion of world music styles, such as a Cuban groove he likes to use, the
name of which no one but him can pronounce. There was also a 6/8 groove
that was scrapped because it was too far outside the mold.
The piece itself was written by Narell over the course of several months. He
would explain that parts would come to him over time and he would develop
them, saving each for a rainy day, not knowing what the result would be. As
he crafted the piece, first with a jam section, followed by the main melody and
bridge, the piece formed, but lacked a title. Even as it was distributed to
played in October of 2015, we only knew it as the 2016 birdsong Panorama
piece. It even lacked an ending until about two weeks before my flight. Then
in December, the unthinkable happened: Raf Robertson, co-founder of
birdsong, passed away. Not only was he a past arranger for the group and
current teacher at the school. but he was also a noted jazz pianist in T&T, as
well as Narell's best friend. Soon enough, the piece had an ending, and a

name: "Dis.1.4.Raf."
When the night of prelims came, which was about four full days after my
arrival, energy and excitement were high. My nerves were kicking in a bit,
forcing me to check and re-check my hair just before performance time. As it
turns out, it was all for nothing as I was told by a returning band member that
prelims "don't really matter; they are just used to make sure there is a band
with a complete song to play at semi-finals."
Here's how the competition works: there are 20 spots for each class of band
in semi-finals. There are four divisions: single pan, small band, medium
band, large band. The other categories had more bands than 20 competing
to make semi-finals, so they had to worry about their performance on prelim
night. Since only 17 bands were competing in the large category, we were in
auto matically .
The judges visit panyards in stages, beginning in a particular region of the
island. There are South, North, East and West, effectively. While the judges
visit each band, the other bands rehearse their pieces, not knowing exactly
when the judges will arrive , while getting regular updates on their location
through word-of-mouth. Shirts were given out to band members, bearing the
birdsong logo, while visitors gathered around the band and on the grand
stand to watch the performance . During this time, Narell made his final
moves to arrange the band to, as he put it, "create a stereo sound" for the
judges. Each section needed to be accurately placed to create the most
balanced sound possible, despite us being outside where sound travels
everywhere.
Once the judges arrived, they were set up at a table in front of the band where
a nice table cloth, flowers and glasses of water were awaiting them. Due to
the number of bands the judges hear, prior to the performance, each band is
required to play an audio recording over a sound system of that band's original
piece. Since the arrangement comes from a song, that song must be played
prior to the performance to familiarize the judges with it. Then came time for
the performance. The band was on point, finally sounding cohesive, executing
the feel of the piece at its highest level up to that point.
Once it was over, the judges left and crowd dispersed, the band was left to
celebrate the performance with a discussion of what went down and what
would come in the following days. As the group waiting for its Maxi Taxi bus
to take each group of roommates back to their assigned dorms, Andy, as he
prefers to be called, stood alone by the grand stand, relaxing after an
exhausting day. I approached him to find out how he felt it went. "It went
well," he said. He didn't elaborate. I made small talk until the band captain,
Marvin Walker, also a local police detective, approached with the judges
sheet.
"How'd we do?" Andy asked. Marvin smiled and nodded excitedly. "Just read
it," he said . The judges loved us. Not only was it a shock to Andy to receive
such positive comments , considering how in the past one of the judges gave
a note saying that the arranger needed to "develop his themes better," but
the types of comments that were said.

"An excellent arrangement indeed. The introduction beautifully foreshadows
the memorial theme of the song," one adjudicator wrote. "There is an irony,
however, as the arrangement accommodates the spirit of carnival with the
[memory] of sadness which is evident in the players as they move to capture
the spirit of carnival. Great music with a jazz emphasis," they added.
As Andy read the comments out loud, both Marvin and I looked at each, then
again at Andy, catching a glimmer of a tear in his eye, along with a grin, filled
with both relief and joy. Regardless of whether we would make finals, being
present in this moment for each of us already felt like victory.

Stay tuned for Part 2 of "The Panorama Experience" next month.

ht4J://www.pan-mag.com/feature-stories/the-panorama-experience-part-1
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MARCH MADNESS AND THE PYRAMID OF SUCCESS

Written by Ted Goslin

Given the popularity of college basketball and its annual tournament known as “March Madness,” I
thought it appropriate to discuss the concept of a tournament and its affect on the human psyche. But
first, here’s a seemingly unrelated book reference:
I recently finished reading the second book in a series called “The Reckoners”. The first book in the
series, “Steelheart,” follows a group of freedom fighters attempting to rid the world of super‐powered
overlords and the book’s namesake antagonist, a Superman‐esque villain that is impervious to all
weapons. These powerful beings, called Epics, once mere ordinary people, were corrupted when a
powerful atmospheric event turned them into Epics. But due to their powers, every one of them was
corrupted. As they say, absolute power corrupts absolutely.
I know what you’re thinking. What the hell does any of this have to do with “March Madness?” Good
question.
Legendary UCLA basketball coach, John Wooden, was known for many things. He was the first person in
history to be named to the Basketball Hall of Fame as both a player and coach. He was given the

nickname, “Wizard of Westwood,” an appropriate title given his record of winning 10 NCAA titles during
his last 12 seasons, with seven of the 10 coming in consecutive years. He was also incredibly humble,
making no more than $35,000 a year—$151,918 in today’s dollars—and never asking for a raise.
Despite all of those accolades, Wooden is perhaps best known for his inspirational wisdom, stemming
from his “Pyramid of Success” model. The model was aimed at giving players the tools to be successful
in both basketball and life, inspiring players like Bill Walton and Kareem Abdul‐Jabbar—both former
UCLA players—to become future NBA greats.
There’s a point to all of this, I promise.
As you can see in the attached image, the pyramid is built with a list of carefully selected elements,
consisting of virtues like loyalty, cooperation, initiative, self‐control and team spirit, among others.
These virtues all add up to the top section of the pyramid: competitive greatness.
For the 12‐volt entrepreneur, this concept should be familiar considering that to be successful in any
endeavor, one must be well‐prepared to best the competition, or at least put up a good fight. Perhaps
the biggest part of being accomplished is how to deal with success without it going to your head. In his
book, “Wooden on Leadership,” Wooden said, “You must monitor confidence because it can easily turn
into arrogance which then can lead to the mistaken and destructive belief that previous achievement
will be repeated without the same hard effort that brought it about in the first place.”
This leads me to “The Reckoners” book reference from earlier. It’s easy to let success go to your head.
You can have the appearance of success by gaining fame, professional respect and money, but that
doesn’t mean you are achieving it in the best way possible to gain inner peace and self‐respect. If you
sacrifice any of the elements that make up the pyramid in exchange for the easy way, you will lose sight
of yourself as a person and become a self‐absorbed, arrogant bore on his way to “the bench.”
Much like the playoff brackets in the NCAA “March Madness” tournament, the pyramid requires
patience and determination so that all steps are executed properly. It’s like building a sound system in
an RV; it’s a large endeavor that requires planning, long hours and lots of equipment placed carefully in
the vehicle. If any step is skipped, the whole thing could be a colossal waste of time and require even
more hours to fix all of the errors.
More often than not the teams that win the championships in basketball are those that follow the
pyramid, or any other healthy leadership paradigm from their coach. Those that fail are like
“Steelheart”; they take their natural, genetic talent and squander it without tapping into their true
potential. If you don’t believe me, just read the words of the man himself:
“Talent is God given. Be humble. Fame is man‐given. Be grateful. Conceit is self‐given. Be careful.”

Left to right: Alain Sainvil holds Jairo Zuniga with Carlos Ramirez on the other end.

Sound Evolution
After educating himself on best practices and choosing what worked best for him, Carlos
Ramirez transformed his shop, NVS Audio, into every 12-volt owner’s dream: a thriving
business.
WORDS BY TED GOSLIN

M

achines work in different
ways. Most are designed
to maximize productivity while working toward
a higher efficiency. Goals are met either
through computer-assisted adjustments
or outside calibrations. The internal
combustion engine is one such machine.
Its early designs relied solely on moving
parts that needed periodic replacement.
Now, the engines include computers that
monitor its status and notify the driver
when maintenance is required.
The same could be said of a 12-volt
retail business. If all is running smoothly,
employees are generating revenue
through a combination of sales and
installation work. Occasionally, the store
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needs calibration due to the loss of an
employee, a new employee, new product
or other event that temporarily disrupts
workﬂow. But the question is, how do you
maintain a balance between the automated parts and the organic ones at a
shop, since every employee is, after all, an
individual? One retailer may have found
the answer.
Carlos Ramirez, owner of NVS Audio
in Linden, N.J. has created a shop culture
that encapsulates the best of both worlds
by creating strong processes for his
staff to follow, no matter who’s available
to work them. Of his three employees,
Ramirez admits that each has their specialty, but that doesn’t mean they are
limited to just that one thing.

“Some guys are better than others at
things. Alain is the wiring and remote
start guy. He’s not good at wrapping
upholstery. He struggles when trimming
and wrapping. When we’re not busy, I
will have Damian on wiring and Alain
will be wrapping upholstery the whole
day,” Ramirez said. “I like my guys crosstrained and efficient. Damian and Jairo
are amazing at wrapping vinyl and upholstery. But with wiring, they get stuck on
things Alain and I don’t. I need to be able
to sell three custom jobs and know that
all three are being worked on whether my
guys are sick or on vacation. I make sure
they are all cross-trained.”
The training concept begins in-house
but extends to encourage all staff to be

MECP-certiﬁed, which they are. Ramirez
pays for any MECP test an employee
wants to take, including paying them to
take the day off for the test and providing
a $50 cash bonus if they pass.
Employee training doesn’t stop there,
however. Two to three times a year
Ramirez takes his staff to industry trainings with Sonus, Mobile Solutions and
Del Ellis International. Employees are
also trained on new products with the
company’s vendors conducting trainings
on occasion. Ramirez attends KnowledgeFest alone in Dallas to enhance his own
knowledge base as well.
Acknowledging that his staff are
people and not just machines in a factory,
Ramirez emphasizes the importance of
treating his team like family to encourage better work and loyalty. This includes
giving out bonuses for large jobs. “It’s a
percentage of what the total build was.
As long as it was done on time, I give out
a percentage based on how long they’ve
worked for me,” Ramirez added.
All employees are salaried with
Ramirez doing the bulk of sales himself. In another effort to give back to his
staff, he regularly treats them to meals,
requesting they bring family members
when available.
“If we had a rough work week, we go
out. I make sure they take family. If your
wife and kids hate what you do, you’re
not going to be working here very long,”
Ramirez said. “We go out to dinner all
the time. The last employee who quit
only quit because they moved. Because
of the kinds of work the other shops in
the area do, if an employee left for more
pay, they’d be doing more work and more
boring jobs.”
New employees are given a threemonth internship period where they are
not allowed to touch any machinery. The
goal is to acclimate the new hire to the
shop’s practices to ensure everything is
standardized. The same goes for tools.
“If an employee doesn’t have good
credit it doesn’t matter. All my guys have
immediate credit with Snap-on Tools.
I have a list of tools you have to buy to
work here. Some tools I provide. I buy the
same socket set, one for each employee.
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Little things like that make us more
efficient.”
The longest tenured employee, Alain
Sainvil, has been with NVS for 10 years,
followed by Damian Kaminski with ﬁve
years and Jairo Zuniga with just over
one year employed. Each employee was
discovered in different ways, with a grassroots, natural method used for each.
“Alain has 16 years of experience and
used to work at a big box store, 6th
Avenue Electronics. He was hired parttime originally and used to wire big
builds for me. Then he quit 6th Ave and
came to work for me full-time. They
didn’t do a lot of custom work. That’s
what he’s passionate about,” Ramirez
said. “Damian walked in with a customer
and asked if we were hiring. He asked
on a perfect day when we were busy. He
had zero experience but just graduated
electronics school and was certiﬁed. I
hired Jairo fresh out of school. I don’t like
hiring experienced installers because I
feel I have to erase everything they think
they know and start fresh. Damian never
worked at a shop before and I’ve built
him into one of the best fabricators I’ve
ever known in my career. We do things a
certain way. Every single part gets wired
the same way. Every speaker adapter
gets done the same way. We developed a
system.”

Rookie fabricator Jairo “Pee Wee” Zuniga works with the router
while owner Carlos Ramirez looks on.
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The Factory Floor
Carlos Ramirez wasn’t born with a drill
in his hand. He didn’t even think about
the automotive ﬁeld as a career path
when he was younger. But one day, by
accident, he found himself in the installation business. By age 12, his father taught
him how to install a car stereo. Soon
enough, a friend of a friend asked him to
install an ampliﬁer. By the time he was
in high school, he had started a business
installing stereos out of a friend’s garage.
After high school, Ramirez attended
electronics school, graduated and got
a job wearing a suit and tie in an office
working for Canon. His job was to ﬁx
copiers and computers. But he soon
found out a truth that would change his
career path forever.
“I made more money in my garage. It
didn’t make sense to go to work anymore.

real world retail

www.nvsaudio.com
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I was making really good money
with no overhead,” he said. “But that
didn’t last. The neighbor was doing
work on his house without a permit.
Someone called an inspector and
he walked past my place, saw all
the cars parked in the driveway and
asked what I was doing. He found
out and threatened to ﬁne the landlord $500 a day until I left. I found a
bay around the corner.”
Initially, his family didn’t take the
news of his newfound career well
after his departure from Canon. But
that all changed once they saw the
results.
“My mother was very upset that
I chose to leave a very good job to
play with cars. She came and looked
at my shop, saw how well I was
doing and never bothered me again,”
Ramirez said. “After six years, we
decided to move to a new location
because the store front was separate
from the garage. It was a one-bay
garage with only two cars. We had
three employees; one worked for
me at the original garage. When we
opened around the corner I had to
hire a sales guy.”
The shop ﬁrst opened in 1996 and
moved in 2001 from Bellville, N.J.
to Elizabeth. There it would remain
for nine years until moving once
again in 2010 due to ﬁnding a location with a better layout. “It had the
same amount of space but the other
shop had more retail space. The
showroom was 50 by 80 feet. This
showroom is a lot smaller at 20 by
10 feet.”
With a total of 4,500 square feet
at the current location, Ramirez has
tightened up the presentation to
have no product on display in the
showroom. Only display panels and
pictures of work the shop has done
are on display for customers to see.
The woodshop is four times larger
than the old shop to accommodate
more fabrication work. The facility also has a dedicated upholstery
room, a metal section and two bathrooms, one for employees in back
and one for customers up front.

Today’s business consists mainly of
custom work, with an emphasis on
selling solutions rather than product. “The biggest trouble we’ve had
is the business transition from being
a successful retail store moving a lot
of boxes, but we weren’t getting good
quality repeat clients. So I changed
the direction of the business. We
used to do 20 percent custom and
80 percent retail. Now it’s the opposite with 80 percent custom and 20
percent retail,” Ramirez said. “The
average ticket used to be $149 but
is now $749. Numbers are down but
proﬁtability is up. Our busiest year
at the old location was $800,000.
Last year was $500,000 but we made
more proﬁt than the other shop. Our
labor rate is almost double what it
used to be.”
One large reason for the success
of the new model is due to vendor
accountability. “We only support
brands that we can make a decent
amount of margin on and ones that
support us,” he said.
Previously, the shop purchased
product through distributors and
used brands that allowed for only 10
percent margins. But that led to a
problem of exclusivity given that any
shop could sell those same brands,
thus removing any kind of competitive edge NVS would hope to gain on
competitors with product.
“Now we use strictly protected
brands that no one else can get.
We’ve been able to build repeat business and take our time with every
type of client. Our partnerships with
Phoenix Gold, elettromedia and
Compustar have allowed us to be
super proﬁtable. They offer training, special programs, and with
all three companies I was able to
negotiate extended terms without
doing volume,” Ramirez said. “Even
though we’re not doing $20,000 a
month, they are giving us extended
terms allowing us to deliver the
vehicle before we pay the bill. These
are companies that care about their
product being installed properly in

vehicles. Also, tech support is available to
us almost around the clock.
“If something doesn’t perform or work
well we aren’t selling it. Everything we
sell I have to believe in,” he added. “We
have it in our cars. If we don’t like it, we
don’t sell it. If the customer doesn’t know
how to use something, we can easily sell
it because we have it in our car and can
show them.”

Moving Parts
Aside from employee stability setting
the tone for the shop’s style of work, the
shop’s mechanized processes center on
how business is conducted with clients.
For Ramirez, it all starts with the price.
“Something I learned from Micah Williams is whatever price point gets you
building at a quality you ﬁnd acceptable,
sell at that price point,” he said. “Most of
our builds are between the $3,000 and
$7,000 range. Whatever you feel comfortable building and selling, a customer will
always be able to tell when you believe in
what you’re saying.”
The shop’s goal is to do $1,000 in labor
per person per day. The daily breakdown
makes each sale simpler. “Most shops
break it down by hours. It takes one day
to install, one day to fab, one day to tune,”
Ramirez added.
Given the higher rates expected for
sales, the shop must match those levels
with execution and presentation. All one
needs to do is take a look in the fabrication rooms at the walls covered in
templates from companies like Mobile
Solutions and Sonus to know how
those two aforementioned elements are
represented.
“People ask why I buy everyone’s templates. But what they don’t realize is it
also helps me sell to clients,” Ramirez
said. “They see it’s nicely organized. All
my router bit trays are from Mobile Solutions. There’s a $6,000 router station, it’s
neat and organized, looks professional,
and it’s easy to tell if something is missing. As long as my tools make me money
every day, they pay for themselves. My
woodshop has helped me close more
deals than I think my sales skills have.”
Every sale includes a walkthrough of
the install bay and fabrication rooms.

The showroom features a variety of trophies and displays to help
convince guests that NVS is the right place for them.
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Since fabrication is such a large part of
business, there is always a project being
worked on to show off to customers.
Seeing the work being done not only
shows the quality but why the price is
higher than other shops in the area. But
that also scares off the customers who
aren’t looking to spend the level of money
needed on such quality work.
“I have four to ﬁve people hang up on
me on a daily basis. I also have a stack
of business cards from other shops,”
Ramirez said. “When someone comes in
and doesn’t like my prices, I’ll give them
a card to another shop. They say, ‘You’re
really gonna send me to the competition?’
I say, ‘It’s not the competition, it’s another
shop in our town.’ We can’t be everything
to everybody.”

Communication Protocols

Ramirez always buys the latest fabrication templates on the market
to insure his staﬀ have the best tools available to do the work needed.
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Thanks largely to the presentation tactics employed at the shop, NVS beneﬁts
from word-of-mouth marketing, having
to spend no money on advertising to
maintain its business. Ramirez uses social
media sites to promote the shop’s work,
posting builds on Instagram, which has
over 16,000 followers. The shop averages about four jobs per month that are
booked as a direct result of Instagram.
With an advertising budget of $10,000
per year, NVS spends it exclusively on car
shows and promotional events held at
the shop. “The average show is between
$3,000 and $4,000. We’ve never had a
sale of less than $5,000 as a direct result
of the show. When we go to car shows
that we don’t host ourselves, we never
take less than 10 cars,” Ramirez said.
“We’ll gather ten of our best cars from
that year. We have a really good relationship with our clients. We’ll invite the
owner of the car and their family, pay for
them to eat, pay for their entrance, put
gas in their cars, wash the cars and have
someone drive the cars if they can’t do it.”
While the shop does not utilize email
marketing, there are plans to implement
a strategy in the near future. But that
plan, according to Ramirez, is merely
icing on the cake, considering the waiting
list the company has accrued.
“We have a two-month backlog for
work. A customer would have to wait six

real world retail
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to eight weeks right now if they came
in for a stereo system,” he said. “We do
not offer any type of special or discount.
We tried that in the past and we feel it
attracts the wrong type of client. The clients we target don’t use coupons. They
have a lot of disposable income.”
With the majority of clients having
affluent backgrounds, Ramirez puts maximum effort toward making them feel
comfortable and happy with the services
for which they are paying. That includes
giving them lifts home while their vehicles are being worked on.
“I call it ‘Point and Click’ sales. I don’t
like clients waiting in my showroom. If
you live within 10 to 15 minutes of my
shop, I will drive you home,” Ramirez
said. “Even if it’s just a remote start, we
take the entire day.”
Once an installation is complete, a
vehicle is cleaned thoroughly, taken to a
car wash if dirty and even taken to a gas
station for a reﬁll.
“The problem of dealing with highend clientele is that they never argue
price, but you’d better deliver. If there’s
an issue, give the client plenty of time to
adjust their schedule. Time is money with
that type of client,” Ramirez said. “You’re
not dealing with them like a normal
person. There’s a lot of people who want
to do what we do but are not equipped.
Most of the big jobs we do we don’t even
take a deposit from the client. It shows
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them that we take what we do seriously
and we have money invested, too.”

The Price Of Perfection
Over the past six months, the company
switched from taking primarily walk-in
customers to being appointment-only. It
also made the Top 50 Retailers list ﬁve
years in a row with Alain Sainvil making
the Top 50 Installers list two years in a
row. But with all the success, NVS has
also had its share of failures, which have
taught valuable lessons.
“I had two locations at one time. I’ll
never do that again. The only location
that made money was where I was at for
that week. Customers feel comfortable
talking to me,” Ramirez said. “It made
enough money to cover additional payroll
and inventory. I got double the headache
but not double the proﬁt.”
Keeping an eye on the bottom line is a
requirement of any business, but Ramirez
insists that there is much more involved
in running a successful business. “Whenever I work on a car, I think ‘What would
the other shop do?’ and try to do the
opposite. Nine times out of 10, someone
will do what makes the most money for
the least amount of work. The difference between a good and great job is 10
percent more effort,” he said. “It’s little
stupid stuff that other people don’t think
is important. What they don’t realize is if
you want that type of client, this is why

the pay the extra money to drive a Mercedes over a Chevy. It’s that extra 10 to 20
percent that makes a difference.”
Giving that little extra does come with
a price, which Ramirez incorporates
both through cost and time. NVS Audio
no longer does same day installs. This
is to make sure jobs are done properly
by giving each the time it deserves. “I
used to think that because a customer
said they need it done today that I had
to agree. Once I stopped trying to deliver
cars the same day, the quality of work
improved tremendously,” he said. “It’s
the same job for the same amount of
money but you’re delivering a better quality product because you have time to go
over it.”
That method has paid off for NVS,
mainly with about half its work load
coming from ﬁxing other shop’s mistakes.
It’s become such a large part of their
business that the company has created a
phrase on its Instagram to describe that
type of work: “NVS Audio Wiring Rescue.”
“If another shop messed it up, we
ﬁx it with all new wiring and tuning.
Sometimes I don’t feel like I deserve the
success that I have. I’m not even smart.
I’m clever. I know how to treat people,”
Ramirez said. “If you’re not doing proper
customer service, you’re not going to
get that client. Be honest, do a good job,
treat your customers right and you’ll be
in business forever! It’s not magic.” 
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here are lots of ﬁsh in the sea.
Millions, in fact. Of those millions, there are three distinct
classes: those without jaws, those
with cartilage and those with bones. Only
the bone class have ﬂexible spines. Those
ﬁsh include the penguin tetra and zebra
danio. But there is another ﬁsh that has a
spine and is also known for being named
after another animal: the catﬁsh.
For over two decades, Dave "Fishman"
Rivera has been building show cars using
parts donated from manufacturers in
exchange for a partnership and stake in
the future of 12-volt. As a self-proclaimed
"catﬁsh," Rivera claims his struggles
maintaining both personal and professional relationships have proven he must
have nine lives to have survived this long
in the industry. If his continued work and
current reputation are any indication,
Rivera likely has plenty of lives left, of
which he hopes to use to help bring the
12-volt industry back to the heyday he
helped create.

Fresh off of being awarded the ﬁrst
Mobile Electronics Career Achievement
award at the 2015 Industry Awards, Fishman is hard at work on what he considers
to be his biggest goal: to unite the industry in a common goal. That goal is to help
stave off the ongoing threat of the OEM
automakers and their infringement in
the realm of in-car tech that aftermarket
retailers and manufacturers use to make
their livings.
"I realize there are a bunch of new guys
in industry. It feels so good to me to be
back. I'm building something for SEMA,"
Rivera said. "I'll be putting the Career
Achievement award in a ﬁsh tank to show
appreciation of what it means to me."
The build Rivera referenced is unique
not just due to the use of a ﬁsh tank that
includes his career achievement award,
but because the vehicle he is using is his
own 2003 Ford Expedition, which he's
used three separate times for unique
show builds.
"This year is my 25th anniversary. I've
had the expedition for 10 years and have

done three builds on it previously. It's
been in every major city in the U.S., it's
gone international to Mexico, Canada,
been on the front cover of Car Audio
Magazine, and celebs have sat in the vehicle," he said. "Once I ﬁnish showing off
this latest build, I want to create a certiﬁcate of authenticity and sell it to someone
in the industry to have and enjoy. I want
to build a Dodge RAM next year for my
next project."
Rivera's goal with the vehicle was to
re-establish relationships with some of
the manufacturers he's lost touch with
over the years by proving he still has the
right stuff.

Todo o Nada
The story of Dave Rivera plays like
something out of a Hollywood underdog
ﬁlm. The hero comes from humble beginnings in a far away land. He struggles
with a less-than-desirable job, yearning
for something more. He ﬁnds his calling
when randomly crossing paths with it. He
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Rivera’s 2002 Ford Explorer has been used in
three previous builds, with the fourth to be released at
this year’s SEMA show.
The rear of the vehicle features a ﬁsh tank with
Rivera’s Mobile Electronics Career Achievement award
inside and motorized panels.
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 ﬁshman feature
puts everything on the line to chase his
dream and ﬁnally achieves it.
Born in the Bronx and raised in Puerto
Rico, Rivera found himself pursuing a
different career path initially. With his
father a cook, and his mother a stayat-home mom, Rivera's early life had
nothing to do with the career he would
end up having.
When Rivera found his calling, he was
driving a truck in Boston, Mass. delivering some product to a local car audio
shop. Upon delivery, Rivera saw the shop
owner's black Corvette
gracing the cover of a
copy of 
Car Audio magazine,
which sat on display
in the waiting area.

"Right there I fell in love with car audio,"
Rivera said.
Coming from a poor upbringing,
having no wealth to speak of and no
resources, Rivera started from scratch,
learning from a local car audio shop on
Saturdays, offering his services cleaning
bathrooms and taking out garbage. It
was during this time that Rivera began to
formulate a plan and his main goal in the
industry.
"I wanted to be on the cover of Car
Audio magazine. I bought every car

stereo magazine there was back then and
that magazine only featured cars on the
cover. It never featured people," Rivera
said. "My dad taught me to do something
right or don't do it. Don't do what everybody else is doing. Be your own man.
Just because something is cool today and
everybody wants it doesn't mean it will
be popular tomorrow."
Using his father's words as motivation, Rivera gobbled up information from
local retailers by using a unique tactic.
"I called every shop in town and asked
them each one installation question. If I tried
to ask more than one,
they wouldn't give it
but if I just sounded like
a customer looking for
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Blast From
The Past

Over the years, the Fishman has made it
a point to create some of the most eyepopping builds on the scene. Many of
those builds include create uses of LED
and motorization, which he is known for.
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The car that started it all, Rivera’s 1989 Toyota Corolla SR5, featured his ﬁrst ﬁsh tank with motorized seats. The car won IASCA Finals
in 1991 and helped put the Fishman on
the map.
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advice, they had no problem talking to
me."
During the winter of 1990, after learning car audio on the weekends at a local
shop, Richie's Car Tunes, Rivera decided
it was time to start putting his knowledge
to use and began his ﬁrst build. Living in
a small apartment with his then-wife at
the time, he sent her away to Florida to
visit family while he turned their home
into a workshop.
"I turned my house
into a shop. Since it
was winter, I had to
have the car on the
whole time. It was not
a little system. It had
a ﬁve-channel amp,
three 10s, a separate
Ambi Corza front and
a Pioneer radio," he
said. "My wife had
no idea what I was

n

I got the idea: imagine putting a ﬁsh t ank
in a car. How do you keep the ﬁsh alive
and keep the water from splashing? So
I bought some Plexiglas, built a system,
made two lids to keep the water from
getting into the car and went to the next
competition in Boston."
Due to the struggles of that ﬁrst build,
Rivera was late and had to convince a
judge to let him enter anyway. He did

"At the time, the champion of IASCA
Finals was Holly Mongel, a Canadian
installer. I tried to talk to him a couple
of times but he didn't have time," Rivera
said. "He became my rival. The guy I
wanted to beat no matter what."
Although a competitive nature may
seem risky when trying to make a name
for yourself, it was merely Rivera's
nature to put himself all out. To do that,
he needed cause,
which came in different forms. At

“My dad taught me to do something right or
don’t do it. Don’t do what everybody else is doing. Be your own man. Just because something is
cool today and everybody wants it doesn’t mean
it will be popular tomorrow.”
Dave “Fishman” Rivera

ﬁrst it was being
the ﬁrst to grace a
particular magazine cover. Then it
was to prove rivals
wrong. Whatever
his reason, Rivera
made it a point to
never forget the
people who helped

doing. When she
got back she ﬂipped
out. The house was a
wreck."
Despite his personal life on thin ice,
Rivera continued his push toward car

so by making
a promise. "I
promised the
judge they
wouldn't regret
it, but to just
come and see the car."

him reach the heights of car audio.
"When a manufacturer like Metra or
Clarion gave me parts, I always wanted
to go above and beyond for them to make
their product stand out," Rivera said.
"This guy Gordon was a rep for Clarion and saw me at shows competing; he

audio stardom. Knowing that the top
names in 12-volt, including his idol Mark
Fukuda, had made their names in competitive sound-offs, he decided that was
the way to go.
After gaining the good graces of
John Whitney, manager of Creative Car
Stereo, Rivera had a place to work and
a workshop to build his car. Thanks to
his creative mind, talent with a dremel,
and straight-A math record from school,
Rivera plowed through daily work, piling
up knowledge along the way in his new
career. For nearly a year, Rivera continued to improve his own vehicle's look and
sound after competing in multiple events
but failing to place above third. Then one
day, the idea hit him like a wave.
"In the summer of 1991 I started competing. I got my ass kicked at the ﬁrst
show but didn't care. I just wanted people
to like my work," Rivera said. "On the
drive back from New York after winning
third place, I saw a ﬁsh tank in a window
that was shaped like a donut. That's when

The six-foot-two, broad-shouldered
Rivera is an imposing ﬁgure, both for his
size and his live-out-loud, ﬂamboyant
personality. Despite his powerful presence causing friction with some people,
the judge was not one of them and let
him enter the competition. He won third
place.
Perhaps his biggest strength is his willingness to learn and improve his builds,
regardless of how tough the criticism is
toward his work. After asking judges at
each show what he needed to do to win
ﬁrst place, he eventually wound up at
IASCA ﬁnals, showing his 1989 Toyota
Corolla SR5 with motorized seats and
the ﬁsh tank emerging from behind
them. Unable to purchase parts for the
build, including critical actuators used
for motorization, Rivera used his strong
personality to charm and make believers
of various manufacturers. They donated
parts, he used his imagination, and won
IASCA Finals in 1991, shocking non-believers and friends alike.

always liked me. Clarion had a new CD
player that came out, which was the baddest thing. I wanted to get a better head
unit for my IASCA Finals build because
the previous one wasn’t powerful enough.
He goes, 'you know what, let me see what
I can do for you.' He came back on Friday,
just before we closed for the weekend
and brings the brand new CD player, an
equalizer and a CD changer. I lifted him
up and hugged him. I told him I wouldn't
let him down. When the build came out
and I won, Clarion loved it and paid me
to be in one of their ads."

Something Fishy
During the mid-90s, Fishman made
a name for himself by living up to his
promises and creating cover-worthy
builds. So much so, that he got his wish,
ﬁnally breaking down the editor and publisher of Car Audio magazine and being
the ﬁrst person to be on the cover.
During this time, he would develop
a friendly relationship with Doug
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 ﬁshman feature

After using parts donated by Clarion for a
show build, the company was so impressed that
it paid Fishman to star in an upcoming magazine
advertisement, as seen here.
Newcomb, who he credits with his nickname, but Newcomb tells a different story.
"I probably was [Rivera's] ﬁrst interview. The article was called 'Something
Fishy.' I don't think I coined the name
Fishman. I think he called himself Fishman, but it was a long time ago. The thing
I remember about it is someone came
back from a sound-off show said, 'you
gotta see this guy's car, there's a ﬁsh tank
in it.' Back then people tried very hard to
get into the magazine. It had to be a solid
install, not just a gimmick. The ﬁsh tank
car was a solid install. I always remember
Fishman as a colorful character. A lot of
the installers would copy each other, but
he always gave us something different to
write about."
Rivera also earned the reputation for
helping any installer who asked. Partly
because of how grateful he was for acceptance in an industry so difficult to break
into. But also, one other key reason.
"I remember him saying once that a lot
of people were secretive, but when asked
how he did a particular build, he didn't

mind sharing his secrets because
he would always move on to
the next thing. He said, 'by the
time I tell them the secret, I'm
already working something different,'" Newcomb said. "It made
an impression on me. I always
respected that he didn't want to
do what everyone else is doing."
Giving back to the industry
was something Rivera continued with his “Fish Camp” series
of installer training camps.
Hundreds of installers passed
through the camp over the years,
including this year's Installer
of the Year Runner-up, Matt
Schaeffer.
"I remember having Schaeffer
at Fish Camp. I started teaching
it when I lost my job with Metra
nine years ago," Rivera said. "It
makes me proud because a lot of
these installers took my knowledge and became successful. I
would learn from them too. I've
remained friends with a lot of
those guys. It's a great feeling."
As an industry veteran, Rivera
believes in the power of competi-

tion to push innovation. Such competition
is part of what drove him to continuously improve himself over the years. In
terms of style, Rivera was known for being
ﬂashy, allowing his personality to manifest
itself visually with his builds. As the years
have progressed, his style has changed to
reﬂect the wisdom and maturity gained
from his personal and professional trials.
His current reimagining of the Expedition,
for example, features a sleek, modern look,
while showcasing the same motorized pizzazz that got him to the show.
In addition to losing his job, Rivera
has three ex-wives, but stays positive
with the help of his current girlfriend,
Debbie, who has also aided him in his
shop periodically. He attributes his past
relationship issues partially to a lack of
understanding of his particular lifestyle.
Unlike most installers, Fishman only does
custom builds with maximum money and
potential behind them. Whether that be
building for celebrities like Bill Goldberg
and Ben Affleck, or building show cars for

manufacturers like Metra and Audiocontrol. Due to that lifestyle, Rivera found
himself living in eight different cities in
order to complete long-term builds he was
contracted for.
After losing his job with Metra, where
he worked helping develop product and
build show cars for the company, Rivera
found himself on the outskirts of the
industry, doing more work for fans of his
work rather than the industry as a whole.
"I haven't been completely out of the
industry. A lot of my business was building show cars for manufacturers," he said.
"But a lot of those manufacturers aren't
spending money anymore."
But losing his job didn't change his
loyalty to the company that gave him so
much over the years.
"I had two choices: get pissed off and
make them my enemy, go with AAMP,
their main competitor, or say, 'I had ﬁve
years with them, made them good money
and we helped each other so much,'"
Rivera said. "I was very mad at them but
I put their product on the next build to
show loyalty. For ten years, I kept the
relationship with them strong, which continues today."

Back in the Pond
As he stood on stage at the 2015
Mobile Electronics Industry Awards, a
man mostly known for his commanding presence and intimidating physical
appearance, he nearly broke down in
tears. Rivera was accepting an award that
was 25 years in the making: the Career
Achievement award.
"For me, after 25 years, after all the
good and bad things, to see so many familiar faces, I am beyond honored. I've got
so much more to give," Rivera said during
his acceptance speech. "This is the 12-volt
industry, man. We create magic in cars."
That magic continues today with
innovative minds like Bryan Schmitt
of Mobile Solutions working to creates
better tools for installers like Tom Miller
(2014 Installer of the Year) and J.T. Torres
(2015 Installer of the Year) to use. Rivera
is aware of the new guard in the industry
and hopes to learn as much from them
as others have learned from him over the
years.
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"Bryan with Mobile Solutions is doing
a great job bringing awareness," he
said. "There are a lot of talented guys in
the industry. Rommel Medina is a very
humble installer and he's doing some
incredible work. Matt Schaeffer is also
doing some beautiful work."
Looking ahead, Rivera is interested in
contributing at KnowledgeFest, possibly teaching a class in motorization. His
goal is to help promote his style of build,
which he feels has suffered, largely due to
OEM competitors and lack of manufacturer support.
"Companies were so focused on selling
product that they took away the fun of
this industry. The installers never really
got the respect they deserve. We're the
innovators. All the OEMs learn from us,"
he said. "If we come out with new ideas,
we can invent again. 12-volt has lost its
battle with OEM. Let’s start building with

big vehicles and crazy motorization to
attract young guys."
Rivera went further, calling for the
industry to join him in a collaborative
build to help increase consumer awareness for 12-volt, in an effort to combat the
OEM threat. "If this industry will back
me up to build an industry vehicle, we
can do great things. We get 20 to 25 top
installers to help and the manufacturers can pay to ship the car around. It will
blow up wherever it goes."
Unlike some of his naysayers, Rivera
believes that collaboration is the path to
future success in 12-volt.
"You don't have to imitate anyone. I'm
the ﬁrst to give someone credit. There's
only one guy I gotta beat. Me," he said.
"Every vehicle has to have its own character and stand out. The day I can't come
up with something new is the day I will
stop."

Now in his 25th year, Fishman
Rivera wanted to add one more cover
to his collection of 19, making a total
of 20.
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RE: Ted Goslin
To Whom It May Concern:
I worked with Ted Goslin for three years at Yamaha in the Consumer Audio Division. We were both Content Marketing
Specialists responsible for writing blog posts, email campaigns and managing website content. We also managed product
launches on the Yamaha website and other dealers’ websites, including Costco and Best Buy.
Ted is a hard worker who tackles every assignment without complaint no matter how tight the schedule or how heavy his
workload. He does whatever is necessary to finish projects on time while ensuring quality and accuracy.
Ted is a fast writer and can pump out quality content on short deadlines. He works well with other groups including our inhouse agency and product marketing managers, to achieve common goals, often while adapting to fluid schedules.
During our time working together, he worked hard to establish a good working relationship with our internal creative
agency, despite it being a continuous challenge due to conflicting personalities and increasingly difficult assignments. No
matter the challenges he faced, Ted remained professional and positive to ensure any task was executed with totally
efficiency and excellence.
Ted is the ideal teammate. He’s generous with his time and always ready to lend his expertise or advice. He helped me
many times by taking on my assignments when I was overloaded. Ted is a steady and calming influence when things get
crazy. Any group would be lucky to have him.
Sincerely,

Joy Frye
Retired Content Marketing Specialist
Yamaha Corporation of America

RE: Ted Goslin
To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Ryan Gray and I am the Chief Content Officer of STN Media Group. I am writing on
behalf of Ted Goslin, who is applying for the position of General Editor with ESPN.
I had the privilege of working with Ted when he was the senior editor of Mobile Electronics
magazine and witnessed his growth as a writer and manager. From day one, he worked under
challenging circumstances because of the unique partnership my company, the publisher, had
with the association that owned the title and that controlled the direction of the content.
Despite an ongoing struggle over sales and execution, Ted was professional through and
through and always put the quality of the print magazine and website first. He displays much
passion for his work, taking on the lion’s share of content creation over the period that we
worked with him. Mobile Electronics was much the better for it.
He also regularly displayed a keen eye developing stories and content package and is a great
collaborator. Ted is an asset to any organization smart enough to recognize his talents and to
retain his services. If I had the resources, I’d hire him in a heartbeat.
If you have any questions about Ted or would like more detail on my time working with him,
feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

Ryan Gray
Chief Content Officer
STN Media Group

STN Media Group
5334 Torrance Blvd, Third Floor Torrance, CA 90503

May 29, 2013

To Whom It May Concern:
This letter concerns my recommendation for Mr. Ted Goslin, who was recently
employed at SQA Services, Inc.
As to the substance of my recommendation, I have the greatest professional respect for
Ted. He was employed here for the last several years and performed incredibly well in a
very challenging environment. Unfortunately due to business conditions, Ted was laid off
as part of a cost-reduction exercise. It was a very difficult decision, to say the least,
because Ted did everything we asked him to do and more.
My quick take on Ted… He possesses an exemplary work ethic, is loyal, reliable, super
smart and a class-act. He works well under pressure, is flexible and adapts well to an
expanding workload. He has a contagious, can-do attitude and is a team player that was
quick to assist teammates when they were backlogged. He also managed deliverables for
three of our largest clients here with a consistent workload in an intense deadline-driven
environment. What’s so neat about Ted is that he does all of these things while staying
incredibly humble and quietly confident.
Ted is not afraid of hard work. If our sales were higher and we still had the necessary
funding for his role, our firm would be making every attempt to keep him, because people
like Ted help companies succeed.
Ted is worthy of any challenge that requires trust and dedication. I would be pleased to
give verbal testimony to Ted’s qualities as a person and will readily offer my assessment
regarding his suitability to exceed expectations.
Sincerely,

Mike McKay
President/CEO
SQA Services, Inc.

SQA Services, Inc.
550 Silver Spur Road, 3rd Floor • Rolling Hills, Ca 90275 • Phone (310) 544-6888 (800) 333-6180 • Fax (310) 544-5541
Website: http://www.SQANET.com Email: SQANET@SQANET.com

